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It shows that finance industry springs up everywhere globally. Competition is 
intensifying amongcommercial Banks. In order to strengthen competitive power, 
banks in China need to make profound reforms. Management reform is the key, while 
the process re-engineering is the basic work for bank management changes. 
Commercial Banks operation process re-engineering including business process，
organization and management process. Bank business process re-engineering is 
the fundamental thinking and complete re-design to the bank of liabilities business, 
assets business and intermediary business and so on, as to acquire good performance 
from cost, quality, service and speed, etc. as result, to allow Banks to maximize 
adaptation to bank business environment characterized by "customer, competition and 
change". Bank organization process re-engineering is an indispensable key segment in 
bank process re-engineering. In modern economic system, the fast transferred 
information requires the Banks to adopt a flat organization structure, reduce the 
management amplitude, improve speedness and accuracy in the transmission of 
information and lateral transfer and to minimize the possibility of information 
distortion. Bank organization process re-engineering focus on straightening out the 
internal management mechanism, in order to ensure the business process run 
successfully as its purpose. 
Ningde Agriculture and Commerce Bank (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Ningdebank") was established as a joint-stock Bankbased on the rural credit 
cooperatives formerly, the current operation and management is still in the 
traditional system of around "sector bank", showing weakness in customer demand 
response and internal resources coordinated ability, and high costs in transaction and 
operating for the present situation, That needs to have strategic reform from "sector 
bank" to "process bank" as soon as possible. Here, from bank internal process and 
the marketassistance, This thesiswill focus on how to realize the efficiency and risk 
control and to set up the bank long-term development mechanism while 
implementing of  the bank's business processes, management process and 
organizational process,As result, forming a totally new banking operation model 
with Process as its core, achieving organic combination of smoothness in internal 
function and benefits form operation , maximizing such goodness. 














rural commercial Banks which is different from foreign Banks, and the state-owned 
large-scale comprehensive banks, on how to build a "process bank", to realize the 
maximization of efficiency and benefit, and to build the core competitiveness of small 
Banks. 
Main contents: 
Chapter 1 Introduction. Introduced the research background and significance, the 
process re-engineering theory and method, and process bank status at home and 
abroad, points out the necessity and importance of process re-engineering to Ningde 
bank. 
Chapter 2 The methodology for bank internal process re-engineering. Backtracking 
on bank re-engineering theory origin, from the enterprise reengineering theory to the 
emergence and development of bank reengineering theory, to define the concept of 
business process and organization structure and the logic relation of both in the 
process of implementation of re-engineering. 
Chapter 3 Analysis to the present situation and the existing problems of Ningde 
bank process. Simple introduction on the background and management of the status of 
Ningde bank, Focusing on analysis on the present conditions of the bank business 
process and organization structure, pointing out the existing problems, and deep 
analysis on the root of the problem. 
Chapter 4 Solutions for operation process reengineering of Ningde bank. Put 
forward several views for the process re-engineering design arrangement of Ningde 
bank. Focus on optimization workflow arrangement, adjustment of business operation 
process, and implementation of bank business process re-engineering; Take advantage 
of the idea from organizational guarantee for the business process provided by 
banking institutions and mechanisms flattening, and the implementation process 
re-engineering. 
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